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ANCIENT EGYPTIAN ROOTS IN THE MODERN
MEDICAL AND PHARMACEUTICAL CIVILISATION

SAMIR YAHIA EL-GAMMAL*

ABSTRACT

The Egyplian civilisation was long before any of the neighbouring

countries. Medicine and Pharmacy in ancient Egypt were deeply rooted

since mellenia of years. The ancient Egvptian medical papyri, disccvered

more than a century age. proved that the Egyptians were the first to attain

civilisation. which was copied and adopted by all the neighbouring countries

and not the reverse as believed by the Europeans that t he ancient Greece

was the cradle of civilisetion.

In past geological periods more
than a million years ago, the river
Nile bngan pas sinq through the
Egyptian desert. leaving annually
large amounts of mud, which
attracted the inhabitants to leave the
nomad life and settle down along its
banks. Round the year 40000 B C.
they cultivated this fertile land. and
hence they constituted the first
civilised community on earth.

By the time, ancient Egyptian
cities were gradually, G;JpeiHing round
the year 10000 B.C, such as Favvourn.
Mererndah. Bani Salama, Maadi,

-----------------_._-_._ ...

Helwan erc.. two powerful
kingdoms were finally proclaimed
around 4500 Be, one in Upper EgYlJt
and the second in Lower Egypt aud
became united but not for lon9,
because in one hundred years time,
brokeout and then for another one
thousand years they remained
separated, till 3200 B.C, finally
became united, and steps towards
civilisation were speedingly achieved
This civilisation was long before
any of the neighbouring countres
such as Mesopotamia began
their unification and progress.
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Medicine and Pharmacy in ancient
Egypt were deeply rooted since
mellenia of years, even before any
unification of the two kingdoms were
thought of. The history of pharmacy
is in the same time the history of
drugs, pharmaceuticals and ways of
their preparation and uses and
extraction from plants, animals or
minerals in order to help in the
treatment of the sick people.

Pharmacy became a highly
specialised art by time and its
practitioners often called 'Herbalists'
who were in the habit of prescribing
these herbal medicines to their
patients.

Medical therapy became by time
separated into pharmacists and
physicians, which attracted. due to
the renowned reputation of their skill,
the attention of all the neighbouring
countries such as Greece and
Assyria ... etc. not forgetting Persia
and India. They sent envoys to Egypt
so as to learn all what is permissible
of these holy secrets of medicine and
pharmacy, and then by turn, help to
teach these sciences in their
homelands.

The ancient Egyptian herbdlists,
or pharmacsits of to-day, became
very excelled in the preparation of
aromatic ointments and perfumes.

Many temple academy systems
were established in ancient Egypt
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thousands of years B.C, scattered in
the major capitals of the provinces.
the oldest and most famous was that
at the city of Anu (Oun to the
Hebrews, HeliopoJis to the Greek.
Matareyyah to the modern Egyptians
which is a suberb north of Cairo
today), built around 5000 B.C. and
comprised many schools for every
branch of science, philosophy,
art .. etc.

These educational complexes had
large plantations, parts of them were
dedicated for the cultivation of all
sorts of medicinal plants, either
locally or imported. These herbal
gardens were under strict supervision
of qualified pharmacists in all steps
of cultivation, gathering, stor aqe.
preparation of medicinal preparations
ready to be dispensed in special
pharmacies belonging to the school
of medicine. Other famous complexes
were erected in Memphis, Sa is,
Abydos, Edfu ... etc.

Ancient Egypt was famous for
tile production of very precious and
expensive perfumes highly esteemed
by the surrounding countries and
suceeded in imitatir:g its formulae
Sarne goes for the production of
incense.

The ancient Egyptians medical
papyri, discovered more than a
century ago, proved that the
Egyptians were the first to attain
civilisation which was cor.icd an d
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adopted by all the neighbouring
countries and not the reverse as
believed by the Europeans that
ancient Greece was the cradle of
civilisation. Many of the works of
Hippocrates, Thales, Aristotle were
mentioning in exactly the same words
many of the sciences of ancient
Egypt. This is based on the fact that
most of these medical papyri mentions
prescriptions and notions that they
were known even before the time
of the dynastic era i.e . before the
year 3200 B C

The ancient Greeks established
in their country, many academies Or!
the same basis as that of the ancient
Egyptian temple-academy complexes,
copying all the Egyptaian sciences
and teaching them, mixed with the
philosophical view of the Greeks and
in the Greek language.

When Alexander the Macedonian,
invaded Egypt in 332 B.C. he was
startled by the presence of a huge
civilisation attained in all fields He
ordered the establishement of a new
university in Alexandria, on the Greek
style in science and philosophy
so as to hellenise Egypt. This new
university was the Greek copy of the
Egyptian temple camplexes, exported
back to Egypt. The Ptolemeiac kings
forced the Egyptian philosophers and
scientists to leave their posts and
teach in this new university in the
Greek language, together with some
Greek colle a-jue s. Many Greek
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students from abroad came to study
in this University, among them were
the famous Hippocrates, Pvthaqorus.
Aetiu s, Theophrastus. '. Galen :.etc,
who by turn, taught these sciences
to their students back horne, so
helped in the spread of the Egyptian
civilisation everywhere.

This Alexandria University was
still active uptill 720 A,D. i.e. after
the Islamic invasion of Egypt The
Arabs, after taking hold of all the
eastern part of the Roman and
Persian empires, went westward till
the atlantic ocean and Spain,
spreading the new religion and
philosophy ahead.

The Arabs transferred most of
the Alexandrian Scie ntisr s to
Damascus, the capital of the
Ornava ds, and so helped in the
translation of all the Greek and
Egyptian sceinces into Arabic, on
which they builtup civilisation.

The ancient Egyptians were very
fond of cosmetics from the dawn of
history. They used various kinds of
plant extracts, aromatic oils, minerals
salts, animal products .. etc. They
used to rub the aromatic oils and
ointments on their bodies, dye tneir
hair with henna either alone or
mixed with indigo (for black dye) or
chamomile or saffron tor varied
colours. They pre o ar ed lotions for
hair fall, anti-dandruffs, wrinkles of
the face, cheek and lips, powders,
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creams, eve-tinets either green or
black The ancient Greeks adopted
all of these cosmetic preparations
and applied to their bodies.

Also perfumes were mastered by
the ancient Egyptians and got a
high reputation everywhere. using
different aromatic oils with herbs such
as myrrh. henna. cinnamon etc and
also animal products such as honey
and musk together with castoreum.
Incense was also very common and
important in every day use and also
in the ceremonial festivities in the
temples such as the f amous Kyphi
incense.

Mummification in ancient Egypt
became an essential practice,
governe~ by the religion which
necessitated the need for the
preservation of the dead bo cv so <1<;

the soul can once more enter it in
eternity The pre -dvnastic way of
preservation was to burry the body
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in the dry sand of the desert, then
during the old kingdom, they used
to Cover the body with about twenty
layers of linen/with natron salt in
between to absorb the water, then
put in a wooden coffin then burried.
Later on, the dead bodies were
immersed in natron s alt for 70 days
after evacuating the viscera With
the spread of christianity in Egypt,
mummification lost its importance
and the dead bodies were only
wrapped in linen and splashec with
perfumes.

The Greeks also adopted the
ancient Egyptian way of mummifica-
tion and remained practised uptill
the nre-rena.ssance period where
the broken pieces of the tituminous
embalmed bodies were used in
medical prescriptions Mummification
practices paved the way iO the
progress of many sciences such
as anatomy, medicine. pharmacy,
chernistrv ... etc.
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